As an LGBTQ+ inclusive employer, the LME is delighted to be supporting Pride month.
Earlier this year we were awarded the Stonewall Bronze Award demonstrating our
commitment to inclusivity and to being a supportive ally to LGBTQ+ communities in our
company and beyond.
Find out more >

LMEpassport expansion and enhancements
We have recently added new certifications and standards to
LMEpassport. It's our new digital credentials platform which
allows producers of LME-listed metals to report on a wide range
of sustainability metrics. Many more producers are now using the
platform and have uploaded over 160 sustainability disclosures.
Read more >
You can also get an overview of LMEpassport and its benefits in
our new short video.
Watch now >

Sustainability Spotlight newsletter
Our latest sustainability newsletter is out now! This issue features
updates on all things "sustainability" from the LME and expert
insight on greater transparency in sustainability reporting from
Aimee Boulanger of the Initiative for Responsible Mining
Assurance.

Read now >

Trading activity report for May 2022
Our monthly report contains an overview of our base metal contracts with a snapshot of
each metal including prices, volumes and warehouse stock movements.
Read the report

Learn more about LME cash-settled futures
Our next Introduction to LME Cash-Settled Futures course will
take place on 17 June 2022. Register now to learn more about
contract settlement, hedging principles, the forward curve and
settlement prices.
Book your place >

LME responsible sourcing latest
There are now just over three weeks left until the first submission deadline for
compliance information on 30 June 2022.
If you have any questions or concerns about submitting your company's responsible
sourcing information, please get in touch with our Responsible Sourcing team.
There’s a range of useful resources on our website to help you, available in several
languages, giving more details about responsible sourcing requirements, key timings
and how to submit compliance information.
In our most recent workshops, the LME team addressed some of the most frequently
asked questions on topics such as the status of Track A standards, how audits are
intended to work for Track B and filling out the Red Flag Assessment for Track C.
These workshops are available in both English and Chinese.

Resources





Listen to the webinar series, including the recent FAQs workshop
To view all our responsible sourcing partners, please visit the partners
webpage
To contact us, please email the Responsible Sourcing team
To find out more about our responsible sourcing programme and submission
deadline, visit our website.

Upcoming education and events

LME Education offers the wider metals and financial communities the opportunity to
enhance their understanding of the LME and metals markets, with a variety of training
options – including in-person and virtual courses delivered in different time zones,
online and bespoke in-house training.
LME Education calendar >
The LME attends, speaks at, runs and sponsors many events across the globe. Find
out more about where you can meet the LME team in our 2022 events calendar.
LME Events calendar >
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